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In Alaska, a worker who gets laid off must have

This new system would help seasonal workers,

at least one continuous year of work history to

who currently may not qualify for the same dura-

qualify for unemployment benefits. The specific

tion of unemployment benefits as non-season-

requirement is work history from “the first four

al workers. UI indexing levels the playing field,

of the last five completed calendar quarters

so to speak, and allows all workers to receive
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prior to filing [a] claim.” The duration of unem-

temporary assistance from the state for the

ployment benefits is based on an individual’s

same time frame when times are tough. When

work history. But what about all the seasonal

a seasonal worker and a non-seasonal worker

workers in Alaska, or those who recently start-

are laid off at the same time, they should be al-

ed working? At the beginning of the pandemic,

lowed the same duration of assistance, as both

workers qualified for different durations of un-

unemployed individuals are facing the same

employment benefits based on how long they

job market.

had been working, not what the current job mar-

In addition, indexing the state’s UI program to

ket looked like. A solution to this problem is un-
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employment insurance indexing (UI indexing).

the current economic condition would help individuals focus on reemployment when the job

UI indexing would change Alaska’s current un-

market is growing, allow employers to fill job

employment system, which now bases weeks

vacancies, halt the need to increase payroll tax-

of unemployment benefits on past work, to one

es on both employers and employees, and al-

in which UI benefits are tied to the state’s eco-

low the state to rebuild its UI trust fund.3

nomic condition.2 When the unemployment rate

Alaskan workers deserve to be treated compa-

is high — and job opportunities are low, such as
at the height of the pandemic — unemployed
individuals would receive UI benefits for a longer period of time, allowing them more time to
search for work. When the unemployment rate
is low — and jobs are plentiful — unemployed
individuals would be expected to return to work
more quickly before becoming ineligible for UI
program payments.

rably by the state when it comes to the duration of UI benefits. In times of economic downturn (such as a national pandemic), the state
should offer unemployed workers temporary
assistance fairly. UI indexing would help unemployed Alaskans by granting workers the same
duration of benefits when they are laid off at
the same time, regardless of the seasonality of
their work.
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